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Fordham University Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This book explores the co-dependency of monotheism and idolatry by examining
the thought of several prominent twentieth-century Jewish philosophers-Cohen, Buber, Rosenzweig,
and Levinas. While all of these thinkers were keenly aware of the pitfalls of scriptural theism, to
differing degrees they each succumbed to the temptation to personify transcendence, even as they
tried either to circumvent or to restrain it by apophatically purging kataphatic descriptions of the
deity. Derrida and Wyschogrod, by contrast, carried the project of denegation one step further,
embarking on a path that culminated in the aporetic suspension of belief and the consequent
removal of all images from God, a move that seriously compromises the viability of devotional
piety. The inquiry into apophasis, transcendence, and immanence in these Jewish thinkers is
symptomatic of a larger question. Recent attempts to harness the apophatic tradition to construct
a viable postmodern negative theology, a religion without religion, are not radical enough. Not only
are these philosophies of transcendence guilty of a turn to theology that defies the
phenomenological presupposition of an immanent phenomenality, but they fall short on their own
terms, inasmuch as they persist...
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This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V

This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Rom a  Little-- Rom a  Little
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